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you retards.
BLM is a racist, violent, marxist, anti-semitic, destructive, subversive group of affiliated
associations who are intent on destroying the fabric of our society. they are enabled by the
capitulation of cowardly white people, like you, who don't have the courage to stand up for
what this country really means or for the law enforcement personal who risk their lives daily
to keep your lilly-white, weak asses safe.
i have not supported an american war since WW2 and i have seen the inequities that arise
from the human condition but never once have i desecrated a flag or failed to realize that we,
this country, America, despite its flaws, is the greatest, freest country on the world.
this notion that America is a white supremacist, patriarchal cesspool full of racist police who
are hell-belt on killing as many people of color is a LIE. all statistics show that police
shootings have declined and that the police are becoming more and more cognizant,
composed and present during a period where they are becoming scapegoated for the failures
of all major, democratic run inner-cities.
the second greatest killers of black people are other black people.
the greatest killer of black people are abortions.
this is a good and honorable country, of all ethnicity, who do their best despite corporate
socialism and no money in circulation. America is good. America is full of good people, of all
backgrounds and races, who strive daily to meet the needs of their families. despite all your
misrepresentations, you can't change the fact the you can't get the majority of this country to
co-sign the fact that America is bad.
is this the only way democrats can win an election is divide and destroy our country and sit
idly by, with your thumb up your ass, while it spins out of control and every good thing about
America is destroyed because you lack the internal fortitude to stand up to the mob?
frickin cowards.

petaluma, sebastopol, racist? really? what a load of crap. petaluma is one big gigantic asskissing circle jerk. look how easy you roll over for every cause célèbre.
there is no ongoing racial injustice in America other than the isolated incidents your useless
party pimps for, for market-share and votes. while the death of george floyd was avoidable
and tragic, it doesn't change the fact that he participated in an armed home invasion and
pointed a gun at a pregnant woman's belly. its that going to be the statute of your new
revolution?
there is no systemic racism, oppression, and injustice in America.
STOP THROWING THE COPS UNDER THE BUS.
we've seen BLM and your party's policies in work. homeless people shooting heroin in front
of cops. Proposition 47: Crime and No Consequences. practically no bail. emasculated
police. deterioration of social norms. destruction of society and property rights.
the Democratic Party... the party of No Consequences.
it would take an electron microscope to see the size of your party's nuts.
you know why you're doing this, don't you? because you're followers.
you're not leaders and all followers walk in the shadows.
*
THE BLACK LIVES PARTY PLATFORM [THE COMMUNIST PARTY MANIFESTO]
The platform lays out “six core planks” concerning criminal justice, reparations, investment
and divestment, economic justice, community control, and political power. Arguing that
“Black people will never achieve liberation under the current global radicalized capitalist
system,” some of the platform’s radical demands include (below are exact quotes):
•
•
•
•

•
•

Remaking of the current U.S. political system in order to create a real democracy where
Black people and all marginalized people can effectively exercise full political power
An end to white supremacy, imperialism and capitalism
Democratic control over how resources are preserved, used and distributed and do so
while honoring and respecting the rights of our Indigenous family
Direct democratic community control of local, state, and federal law enforcement
agencies, ensuring that communities most harmed by destructive policing have the
power to hire and fire officers, determine disciplinary action, control budgets and
policies, and subpoena relevant agency information
The platform advocates including the immediate release of “all political prisoners,”
eliminating the bail system, and restoration of voting capabilities for not only
released convicted felons by criminals who are inside prison.
On the economy, the charter reads like a communist treatise, calling for a “Universal
Basic Income,” universal healthcare, collective ownership of property, reparations for
slavery, and a “progressive restructuring of tax codes ensure a radical and sustainable
redistribution of wealth.”

[italicized and in bracket are mine] so, according to BLM, the only good cop is a dead cop?
is this what petaluma stands for?
so you want a street painted for people that say white people are sub-human?
Petaluma, the cutting edge of white guilt, white privilege and bastion for equal rights for all
people. why to go, morons.
if there was an impact fee for meaningless symbolic gestures, california would be rolling in it.

[BLM REQUESTS TO WHITE PEOPLE]
White people, here are 10 requests from a Black Lives Matter leader
BY CHANELLE HELM
[This article is part of a package covering Louisville’s reaction to Charlottesville. Check out the
other pieces, including Ricky Jones’ column “Black People Should Arm Themselves Now!” and
Erica Rucker’s “America… where are you going?”]
Some things I’m thinking about that should change (in that Southern, black grandmama
voice):
1. White people, if you don’t have any descendants, will your property to a black or brown
family. Preferably one that lives in generational poverty.
2. White people, if you’re inheriting property you intend to sell upon acceptance, give it to a
black or brown family. You’re bound to make that money in some other white privileged way.
3. If you are a developer or realty owner of multi-family housing, build a sustainable complex
in a black or brown blighted neighborhood and let black and brown people live in it for free.
4. White people, if you can afford to downsize, give up the home you own to a black or brown
family. Preferably a family from generational poverty.
5. White people, if any of the people you intend to leave your property to are racists assholes,
change the will, and will your property to a black or brown family. Preferably a family from
generational poverty.
6. White people, re-budget your monthly so you can donate to black funds for land
purchasing.
7. White people, especially white women (because this is yaw specialty — Nosey Jenny and
Meddling Kathy), get a racist fired. Yaw know what the fuck they be saying. You are complicit
when you ignore them. Get your boss fired cause they racist too.
8. Backing up No. 7, this should be easy but all those sheetless Klan, Nazi’s and Other lil’ dickwhite men will all be returning to work. Get they ass fired. Call the police even: they look
suspicious.
9. OK, backing up No. 8, if any white person at your work, or as you enter in spaces and you
overhear a white person praising the actions from yesterday, first, get a pic. Get their name
and more info. Hell, find out where they work — Get Them Fired. But certainly address them,
and, if you need to, you got hands: use them.
10. Commit to two things: Fighting white supremacy where and how you can (this doesn’t
mean taking up knitting, unless you’re making scarves for black and brown kids in need), and
funding black and brown people and their work.
#RunUsOurLand #Reparations #YouGonLearnToday #RunUsOurMoney •
Chanelle Helm is cofounder and core organizer of Black Lives Matter Louisville.

THIS IS WHAT THE CITY OF PETALUMA AND SEBASTOPOL REALLY MEAN
WHEN THEY SUPPORT BLACK LIVES MATTER.

